Scott Lillie was an Austin caver, born in McAllen to Alton and Ruth Lillie. His brother is Clark Lillie. Scott later attended Mission High School. He liked motorcycles and was employed as a mechanic. On 25 March 1975 at 9:50 pm he collided on his bike with a truck on IH 35 near Austin. He was rushed to Brackenridge Hospital with extensive head injuries, a crushed chest and a broken leg. He died 2½ days later. His body was taken to McAllen for burial.

Scott was a nice young man and a member of the UT Grotto and CVS. He was good friends with Barbara Vinson and Susan Hardcastle Beaty.

Elliott recalls getting to know Scott on a Carta Valley trip about 1974. Scott let Bill ride his Triumph chopper around the area for a while. Scott’s loss was very sad for family and friends.